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Abstract
Background:  Although the UniProt KnowledgeBase is not a medical-oriented database, it
contains information on more than 2,000 human proteins involved in pathologies. However, these
annotations are not standardized, which impairs the interoperability between biological and clinical
resources. In order to make these data easily accessible to clinical researchers, we have developed
a procedure to link diseases described in the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot entries to the MeSH disease
terminology.
Results:  We mapped disease names extracted either from the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot entry
comment lines or from the corresponding OMIM entry to the MeSH. Different methods were
assessed on a benchmark set of 200 disease names manually mapped to MeSH terms. The
performance of the retained procedure in term of precision and recall was 86% and 64%
respectively. Using the same procedure, more than 3,000 disease names in Swiss-Prot were
mapped to MeSH with comparable efficiency.
Conclusions: This study is a first attempt to link proteins in UniProtKB to the medical resources.
The indexing we provided will help clinicians and researchers navigate from diseases to genes and
from genes to diseases in an efficient way. The mapping is available at: http://research.isb-sib.ch/
unimed.
Background
Biomedical data available to researchers and clinicians
have increased drastically over the last decade because of
the exponential growth of knowledge in molecular biol-
ogy. While this has led to the creation of numerous data-
bases and information resources, the interoperability
between the resources remains poor to date. One of the
main problems lies in the fact that medical terminologies
are scarcely used in molecular biology. For instance, while
the UniProt Knowledgebase (UniProtKB) - the most com-
prehensive protein warehouse with extensive cross-refer-
ences to other database resources [1] – contains more
than 2,000 human proteins with manually curated infor-
mation related to their involvement in pathologies, this
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information is not easily accessible for clinical researchers.
This is due to the fact that UniProtKB does not use stand-
ard medical vocabularies to describe diseases associated to
proteins and their variants.
In order to increase the interoperability between the bio-
molecular and clinical resources, one of the key solutions
lies in the development or unification of common termi-
nologies capable of acting as a metadata layer to provide
the missing links between the various resources. In the
medical/clinical domain, there have already been numer-
ous and successful efforts to implement controlled vocab-
ularies for pathologies. Terminologies such as MeSH - the
controlled vocabulary thesaurus used for biomedical and
health-related documents indexing [2], ICD-10 - the offi-
cial disease classification provided by the World Health
Organisation (WHO) for diagnostic information [3], and
SNOMED-CT – the clinical terminology used for clinical
information [4], have all served well in their respective
domain of application. Most of these terminologies are
collected and organised into concepts in the UMLS, a
major repository of biomedical standard terminologies
[5].
The recent integration of the Gene Ontology (GO) [6]
into the UMLS, as well as the development of numerous
biological ontologies under the Open Biological Ontolo-
gies initiative (OBO) [7], have opened new ways of link-
ing biological and medical resources via terminologies.
Therefore, terminology and ontology mapping has
become an active field of research, the objective being
identifying correspondence between concepts of different
resources. The National Library of Medicine (NLM) made
an important pioneer effort through the integration of
more than 60 medical vocabularies in the UMLS Metath-
esaurus and the development of lexical tools for this pur-
pose [8]. In parallel, many approaches have been
developed which integrate lexically-based, as well as
knowledge- and semantics-based methods to map, for
instance, GO terms to UMLS concepts [9,10], representa-
tions of anatomy [11], genotypic and phenotypic data
[12,13]. In the biological field, identical initiatives are
emerging for linking OBO ontologies [14]. It was shown
that the mapping could be improved by a combination of
lexical alignments and hybrid mapping techniques which
integrate structural properties of the ontologies. The most
advanced tools for aligning and merging ontologies
indeed take advantage of both the similarity between
terms and the structural features of the resources.
In this study, we tested different automatic approaches to
map the disease terms in UniProtKB to MeSH. The MeSH
thesaurus is the NLM's controlled vocabulary for subject
indexing in MEDLINE [2]. It is structured in a hierarchy of
descriptors, with each descriptor including a set of con-
cepts, and each concept itself containing a set of terms,
which are synonyms and lexical variants. This rich vocab-
ulary is included in the UMLS and, therefore, is linked to
many other biomedical terminologies. The mapping pro-
cedures described below took advantage of the manual
annotation in UniProtKB as well as the curated links of
UniProtKB entries to OMIM, a comprehensive knowledge
base of human genes and genetic diseases [15]. A bench-
mark set was created for the evaluation and refinement of
term matching algorithms.
Results
Overview of the mapping procedure
We mapped the disease names extracted from Swiss-Prot
annotations to terms from the disease category of the
MeSH terminology. The complete procedure is summa-
rised in Fig. 1. It consisted of three successive steps:
(1) we extracted the disease names from the Swiss-Prot
and OMIM entries;
(2) for each disease name, we looked for an exact match
with a MeSH term where all words composing the name
had an identical correspondent in a MeSH term and vice
versa;
(3) when the previous step failed, we looked for partial
matches by decomposing the name into its word compo-
nents and calculate a similarity score with MeSH terms.
To define the whole procedure, a benchmark set was cre-
ated for the evaluation and refinement of term matching
algorithms. Different methods adapted from textual infor-
mation retrieval techniques were tested. Namely, we eval-
uated the effect of linguistic pre-processing of the terms to
get rid of word lexical variations (with/without normali-
sation). A method developed by Ha-Thuc and Srinivasan
for gene name recognition was also tested [18].
The methods were assessed in term of retrieval, recall and
precision, which measure the proportion of terms mapped
among all terms, the proportion of terms correctly
mapped among all terms, and the proportion of terms
correctly mapped among mapped terms, respectively. A
detailed description of the methodology is provided in
the Methods section.
The benchmark set
We constructed a benchmark set consisting of 200 ran-
domly selected diseases manually mapped to one or sev-
eral MeSH terms. The principal problem encountered in
this manual mapping process was the lack of specificity of
MeSH in the field of genetic diseases. This means that only
a quarter of the disease names (52) were mapped to a term
of similar meaning. For the other 148 ones, we mapped toBMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9(Suppl 5):S3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/S5/S3
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a term with coarser granularity and, for 90 of them, we
had to choose more than one parent term since the same
term could belong to several branches in the MeSH hier-
archy. For instance, the disease name X-linked congenital
idiopathic intestinal pseudoobstruction (P21333) was associ-
ated to the MeSH term Intestinal Pseudo-Obstruction. How-
ever, this term is in no way linked to a branch indicating
the genetic origin of the disease. Therefore, we mapped
the disease to two other coarser terms belonging to other
hierarchies: Genetic Disease, X-Linked and Digestive System
Abnormalities.
The manually mapped terms were used to evaluate the
performance of automatic procedures described below.
Disease name extraction
In Swiss-Prot, the manually annotated section of Uni-
ProtKB (release 54.1), 2,252 human protein entries con-
tained information on the involvement of these proteins
in a total of 3,408 diseases, mainly of genetic causes (Fig.
2). We extracted almost all disease names from the Uni-
ProtKB/Swiss-Prot free text comment lines with a set of
regular expressions. The extraction failed in only 7 com-
ment lines where a clear reference to a disease was not
expressed, for instance:
“(CBL) can be converted to an oncogenic protein by deletions
or mutations that disturb its ability to down-regulate RTKs.”
(P22681)
By manually assessing the extraction results, we noticed
that as the system was constructed to extract only a single
disease name per line, it was unable to treat lines such as:
“KRT16 and KRT17 are coexpressed only in pathological situ-
ations such as metaplasias and carcinomas of the uterine cervix
and in psoriasis vulgaris.” (P08779)
We did not investigate further these cases, as the structure
of disease lines is scheduled for revision as part of Swiss-
Prot annotation standardization efforts.
In parallel, we extracted disease names and synonyms
from the 2,087 OMIM phenotypes (#) and genes with
phenotypes (+) entries cited in the 2,601 Swiss-Prot dis-
ease lines. This corresponded to 82% of the total OMIM
Procedure of the mapping of UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot disease comment lines to MeSH terms Figure 1
Procedure of the mapping of UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot disease comment lines to MeSH terms.
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot entry
Disease comment line
Extracted disease name OMIM: title/alternative titles
Exact match Exact match
Partial match Partial match
Same descriptor
MeSHBMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9(Suppl 5):S3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/S5/S3
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entries on phenotypes with a known molecular basis (v.
August 2007).
Establishing the mapping procedure using the benchmark 
set
The 200 disease names of the benchmark set and their
associated OMIM terms were automatically mapped to
the “Diseases” and “Psychiatry and Psychology” catego-
ries of the MeSH (v. August 2007). This subset of MeSH
consists of 43,220 different terms. The automatic map-
ping procedure was done independently on disease
names from Swiss-Prot and from OMIM. Different tech-
niques were evaluated to maximize the number of exact
and partial term matches.
Exact matches
Briefly, the step consisted of transforming all terms into
bag of words either with or without word normalisation.
The word normalisation step was performed using the
Norm program of the NLM [16]. The effect of term pre-
processing was found to be not significant on this dataset,
the two procedures giving exactly the same results (Table
1, columns 1-3). All exact matches provided by Swiss-Prot
disease names were correct. It was found that the coverage
obtained using OMIM terms was better. This could be
explained by the presence of synonyms for each disease,
which increased matching opportunities. The presence of
synonyms however also augmented the risk of possible
incorrect mappings. Indeed, the only three false positive
matches were caused by a difference of classification
between MeSH and OMIM. For instance, two types of epi-
dermolysis bullosa, which are distinct MeSH descriptors, are
synonyms in OMIM. When we gathered the exact matches
provided by Swiss-Prot and OMIM, the recall increased to
26%, with a precision of 96%. It should be noted that the
overlap of disease mapping from the two resources did
not necessarily mean that the matching terms were the
same, but rather that they belonged to the same descriptor
in the MeSH terminology.
Partial matches
The disease names not mapped by exact matches went
through a partial matching procedure. For this, three sep-
arate procedures were tested in order to evaluate the effect
Disease comment lines in a UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot entry Figure 2
Disease comment lines in a UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot entry.
UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot entry P35240BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9(Suppl 5):S3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/S5/S3
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of term pre-processing as well as the use of different scor-
ing functions:
Procedure 1: Term pre-processing followed by calculation
of a similarity score for matching terms based on an adap-
tation of the weighting schema ‘Term Frequency x Inverse
Document Frequency’ (TFIDF) [17];
Procedure 2: No term pre-processing followed by calcula-
tion of the same similarity score as in procedure 1;
Procedure 3: Use of the program developed by Ha-Thuc
and Srinivasan [18].
The weighting schema TFIDF is commonly used in infor-
mation retrieval techniques. This scoring method allows
evaluate the informative content of a word in a collection
or documents. Ha-Thuc and Srinivasan's program uses a
different adaptation of TFIDF which allows partial
matches at the word level [19,20]. The method also takes
advantage of synonymy resources to improve the similar-
ity scoring by increasing the weights or words common to
several synonyms.
The three procedures were evaluated in terms of trade-off
between recall and precision (Fig. 3). As already noticed
with exact matches, the global performance was better
with OMIM terms rather than with Swiss-Prot disease
names. This is because of the richer terminology used to
define OMIM phenotypes. Likewise, we did not observe
significant differences due to term pre-processing. This
lack of effect could be explained by the fact that the MeSH
vocabulary already includes lexical and orthographic var-
iants, therefore reducing the utility of term normalization.
The performance of the Ha-Thuc's synonym-based simi-
larity scoring was slightly lower than the simpler scoring
system we developed. This could be due to the fact that
their program calculated a vector similarity measure using
the cosine coefficient. Indeed, in a first attempt to set up a
scoring schema, we noticed that the cosine coefficient was
less effective on our data. It appears therefore that this
similarity measure, although widely used in information
retrieval from texts, is less efficient for terminology map-
ping.
Based on these evaluations, we decided to set up the com-
plete mapping procedure using the scoring method we
developed. The word normalisation pre-treatment was
included in the procedure even though it did not result in
a real gain of performance. The reason for this choice was
due to our intention to map Swiss-Prot diseases to ICD-
10, which does not include lexical resources. Therefore, a
word normalization step could be essential.
With the choice of the scoring schema, we proceeded to
select a similarity score threshold above which a partial
mapping could be considered as correct. The threshold
was selected by determining the maximal performance of
the system estimated with the F- measure, which is the
weighted harmonic average of precision and recall (Fig.
4). As the prerequisite for a fully automatic mapping proc-
ess was high precision, the F-measure was parameterized
accordingly. We chose a score threshold of -2.5 around
which maxima of F-measure were found for both OMIM
and Swiss-Prot mappings.
The overall system performance was assessed using this
threshold for partial matches of the benchmark dataset
(Table 1, columns 4-6). It was found that when combin-
ing exact and partial matches of Swiss-Prot disease names
and OMIM terms, a recall of 64% for a precision of 86%
were obtained (Table 1, columns 7-9). While this preci-
sion is clearly sufficient to aid manual curation, we could
further improve the mapping procedure in terms of preci-
Recall –precision curves for partial matches of Swiss-Prot  disease names (A) and OMIM titles and alternative titles (B) to  the disease MeSH terms, with term normalisation (blue  squares), without normalisation (green empty squares), and  with the method developed by Ha-Thuc (red triangles). The  data have been ordered according to the score and the pre- cision is calculated at increasing recall intervals Figure 3
Recall –precision curves for partial matches of Swiss-Prot 
disease names (A) and OMIM titles and alternative titles (B) to 
the disease MeSH terms, with term normalisation (blue 
squares), without normalisation (green empty squares), and 
with the method developed by Ha-Thuc (red triangles). The 
data have been ordered according to the score and the pre-
cision is calculated at increasing recall intervals.
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sion. For this purpose, we took advantage of the inde-
pendence of mappings from Swiss-Prot and OMIM, and
included an additional condition: the respective map-
pings should point to the same MeSH descriptor in case of
partial matches. Under this condition, and keeping the
union of exact matches, the precision increase to 92%,
with a drop in recall to 51.5%. This means that more than
the half of the benchmark disease names can be mapped
to MeSH with a precision above 90%. This value could be
considered as sufficient to completely automate the map-
ping procedure.
The mappings of the benchmark, both manual and auto-
matic, are available in additional file 1.
Automatic mapping of UniprotKB/Swiss-Prot disease 
comment lines
The mapping procedure was used to map the 3,408 dis-
ease comment lines present in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot.
About 76% of them had a corresponding OMIM entry.
The results of the mapping are presented in Table 2 (see
additional file 2 for the detailed results). Following the
safe combination method described previously, we
obtained a global performance of 1613 mapped terms,
representing 47% of the total number of disease comment
lines. The decrease in mapping coverage with OMIM
terms (53% compared to 63% of the benchmark) can be
explained by the higher proportion of lines having an
OMIM citation in the benchmark (87%). Of course, the
precision of the mapping cannot be assessed, and the
results are expressed in terms of retrieval instead of recall.
However, as the figures above do not differ significantly
F-measure in function of the score of partial matching to MeSH terms with Swiss-Prot disease names (blue triangles) or OMIM  terms (red squares) Figure 4
F-measure in function of the score of partial matching to MeSH terms with Swiss-Prot disease names (blue triangles) or OMIM 
terms (red squares).
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Table 1: Evaluation of the mapping of 200 UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot disease lines (173 with a reference to OMIM)
Exact match Partial match Total
Retrieval Recall Precision Retrieval Recall Precision Retrieval Recall Precision
SP 35(17.5%) 35(17.5%) 100.0% 91(45.5%) 73(36.5%) 80.0% 126(63%) 108(54%) 86.0%
OMIM 43(21.5%) 40(20%) 93.0% 84(42%) 68(34%) 81.0% 127(63.5%) 108(54%) 85.0%
SP ∩ OMIM 23(11.5%) 23(11.5%) 100.0% 58(29%) 51(25.5%) 88.0% 93(46.5%) 86(43%) 92.5%
SP ∪ OMIM 54(27%) 52(26%) 96.5% 95(47.5%) 76(38%) 80.0% 149(74.5%) 128(64%) 86.0%
SP: UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot
SP ∩ OMIM: both mappings correspond to the same MeSH descriptor.BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9(Suppl 5):S3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/S5/S3
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from the benchmark, it is likely that the performance is
comparable.
As a first assessment, we checked if, in case of exact
matches, corresponding Swiss-Prot and OMIM terms
mapped to identical MeSH descriptors. This statement
was confirmed in all but 17 cases. These discrepancies in
descriptor matching were mainly due to differences in
classification, with OMIM synonyms corresponding to
distinct descriptors in MeSH. Another minor cause was
the mention of multiple diseases in the UniProtKB/Swiss-
Prot comment line. In these cases, the disease name with
an OMIM reference was different from the one extracted.
Discussion
In this study, we designed a mapping procedure to link
the UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot human protein entries and the
corresponding OMIM entries to the MeSH disease termi-
nology. MeSH was chosen as it is interlinked with many
biomedical terminologies within the UMLS. More impor-
tantly, its intimate association with literature will provide
us with a valuable means for knowledge discovery using
data-mining in the future.
To derive an efficient mapping procedure, alternative
methods were tested in order to evaluate the effect of term
pre-processing and the use of different similarity scoring
systems. It was found that these methods did not differ
drastically in terms of performance. Clearly, the bench-
mark dataset used for evaluation could be too small to
draw definite conclusions. However, the fact that MeSH
includes many lexical and orthographic term variations
does provide an explanation for the low benefit obtained
from term normalisation. On the other hand, as both
MeSH and OMIM have synonym resources, the mapping
procedure should have been improved with the Ha-Thuc's
method which cleverly takes into account the word fre-
quency in a set of synonyms. It is possible that the param-
eters used in Ha-Thuc's program, which was initially
developed for gene name entity recognition in textual
documents, need to be re-adjusted to better suit the pur-
pose of terminology mapping.
The final mapping procedure we set up by combining
exact and partial matches of disease names from OMIM
and Swiss-Prot was able to provide a high precision map-
ping for more than half of the total number of disease
comment lines in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot. Although this
retrieval could be considered as low for certain applica-
tions, it should be noted that stringent conditions were
chosen on purpose to provide a high quality fully auto-
mated mapping procedure. If manual curation could be
solicited, we could accept a reduced precision.
Recently, the same approach was used to map diagnosis-
related annotations of tumor tissue microarrays to the
NCI thesaurus [25] with better results (a mapping cover-
age of 86% and an estimated precision of 86%). These dif-
ferences in performance could be simply explained by the
richness of the domain-specific NCI-T vocabulary com-
pared to the MeSH. Indeed, one of the main problems
encountered in the mapping process lay in the difference
of granularity between the terminologies, with MeSH
being relatively coarse-grained for genetic diseases. There-
fore, one strategy to increase the performance of the sys-
tem would be to allow the mapping to less specific
concepts. For instance, the system should be able to map
the disease name, pyruvate dehydrogenase e3-binding protein
deficiency, to its correct parent, pyruvate dehydrogenase com-
plex deficiency disease, which currently had a similarity
score below the threshold value. To achieve this, one can
try to improve the word weighting in order to get rid of
rare words without disease-related meaning, such as e3-
binding protein . This can be done by considering either a
common English word thesaurus or a greater biomedical
resource, such as the whole MEDLINE database, for the
word frequency calculation. More sophisticated linguistic
methods could also be applied to analyse the syntactic
and semantic structure of the term. Finally, it may be
worth integrating information from the MeSH terminol-
ogy structure in the score calculation as such a strategy has
been successfully used for categorising OMIM phenotypes
using MeSH terms [26].
Apart from the direct mapping strategy, preliminary work
was done to evaluate several indirect mapping strategies
that exploit the textual information provided by Uni-
ProtKB/Swiss-Prot and OMIM. The first method consisted
in using a generic categorizer, XMap [21], to associate
Swiss-Prot diseases comment lines with a ranked set of
MeSH descriptors. The preliminary results on the bench-
mark were not convincing (data not shown). This is in
agreement with other studies using MetaMap – a similar
program developed by the NLM [22] - which reported that
these complex methods did not outperform simpler heu-
ristics such as ours in categorising structured database
annotations [23,24]. Nevertheless, the method could be
Table 2: Mapping on MeSH of the 3408 UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot 
disease lines (2601 with a corresponding OMIM entry)
Exact match Partial match Total
SP 637 (18.7%) 1332 (39%) 1969 (57.8%)
OMIM 745 (21.9%) 1063 (31.2%) 1808 (53.1%)
SP ∩ OMIM 397 (11.6%) 645 (18.9%) 1289 (37.8%)
SP ∪ OMIM 968 (28.4%) 1362 (40%) 2330 (68.4%)
SP: UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot
SP ∩ OMIM: both mappings correspond to the same MeSH 
descriptor.BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9(Suppl 5):S3 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/S5/S3
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more efficient on longer texts such as the OMIM disease
description fields.
The second method consisted in using the textual infor-
mation from the biomedical literature cited in Swiss-Prot
and OMIM. Indeed MeSH is used to index MEDLINE doc-
uments and this information can be used to find the cor-
rect term. In a preliminary attempt, all disease MeSH
terms in OMIM's citations were extracted and ranked
according to their frequency. The precision for the first
ranked terms was found to be 57%. The result was rather
promising given the fact that the method was not based
on term similarity. In future developments, we may con-
sider using this complementary method in combination
with the direct mapping.
Nevertheless, the problem of MeSH granularity will
hardly be completely solved by these methods. We need
definitely to explore the use of other medical terminology
resources, such as ICD-10 or SNOMED-CT.
Conclusions
In conclusion, this work represents the first step in stand-
ardizing the medical vocabularies in the UniProt Knowl-
edgebase. Through this effort, we provide a bridge for the
medical informatics community to explore the genomic
and proteomic data present in biological databases which
could be of value for disease understanding.
Methods
Extraction of disease names
In UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot, disease information related to a
protein entry is expressed in free text comment lines (cat-
egory ‘Involvement in disease’). We proceeded by first
manually establishing a list of regular expressions that
indicated the presence of disease names within a Swiss-
Prot comment line such as ‘cause(s)’, ‘cause of’, ‘involved
in’, ‘contribute(s) to’. The expressions are listed in the
additional file 3. The extraction of complete disease
names was relatively easy as they are usually located at the
end of a sentence or before a conjunction or a relative
clause or directly followed by a corresponding OMIM
identifier.
In parallel, the fields Title and Alternative titles; symbols
were extracted from the cited OMIM entries. These two
fields provide the disease names in OMIM as well as a set
of synonyms. For names coming from “gene and pheno-
type (+)” entries, both gene names and diseases names
were included in the disease list.
Term pre-processing
The mapping procedure was tested with and without
word normalisation. The word normalisation was done
using the program Norm from the lexical tools provided
by the NLM [16]. Norm removes stop words and plural
forms, uninflects verbs, lowercases words etc. For the
mapping without word normalisation, we simply lower-
cased the term components, removed punctuation signs
and unspecific words such as “susceptibility to”, “develop-
ment of” from the disease names extracted from Swiss-
Prot (see additional file 3). The word “included” which
qualifies a synonym of closely related meaning was also
removed from OMIM Alternative titles. The terms were
transformed into “bags of words”, without taking colloca-
tions into account, except for hyphenated words.
Mapping procedures
The extracted disease names were mapped to the MeSH
terms in two successive term matching steps (Fig. 1). First,
we looked for exact matches, where all words composing
the name had an identical correspondent in a MeSH term
and vice versa. The word order and the case were not taken
in consideration. When this step failed, we looked for par-
tial matches by calculating a similarity score which is a
function of the number of words in common minus the
number of words which differ. The similarity score was
calculated according to the following formula:
Where freq=n/N, with n the number of occurrence of the
word in all OMIM (Titles, Alternative titles), MeSH terms
(disease category) and Swiss-Prot disease comment lines,
and N the total number of words in these documents. cw
and ncw stand for words in common and not in common,
respectively, between the two mapped terms, and size(dis-
ease) is a normalization factor consisting of the number of
words composing the disease name to be mapped.
We also calculated term similarity using the program
kindly provided by Ha-Thuc and Srinivasan [18]. The
implemented procedure uses a ‘soft’ TFIDF approach
which introduces a character-based similarity between
words [19,20]. In addition, it takes into account the word
frequencies in a set of synonym names by increasing the
TF scores of words that are common to several synonyms
of a disease name.
Mapping evaluation
In order to evaluate the mapping procedure, 200 disease
comment lines from 95 UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot entries
were manually mapped to MeSH by a medical expert.
Swiss-Prot entries were selected randomly. However, care
was taken so that the chosen sample of entries would be
representative and lead to a proportion of exact and par-
S
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tial matches similar to that found in a preliminary map-
ping attempt.
The mapping procedure was assessed in terms of preci-
sion, p=TP/(TP+FP) and recall, r=TP/total number of terms,
where TP is the number of correct mapping (true positive)
and FP is the number of incorrect mapping (false posi-
tives). Since the system was forced to retain only the best
match, we considered, in case of diseases manually
mapped to several MeSH terms, that the automatic map-
ping was correct if at least one of these terms was mapped.
To estimate the performance of the system, the F-measure
was also calculated according to this formula:
The β value was set to 0.5 so as to favor the precision of
the mapping.
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